
GO BALLS OUT. ALWAYS!

Welcome to the ODIN Experience

hey@odin-golf.com



First, a little hello from your ODIN Team

Natalie, Social/Community Kurt, Director Sales

Co-founders: Philipp, Christoph, James, Jordan



It all started one day, we were out hitting the sticks. Springsteen pulsating from the golf bag. Christoph zinged a line 
drive into the trees, James hit his signature SIM slice, Jordan zapped a low cutter down the fairway, and Philipp - well, 
#nothin’ButNukes. 

We asked ourselves, why aren’t we losing our own golf balls, and instead using expensive gear from old, stuffy brands 
that don’t really speak to us?

Wisdom and creative juices were flowing, and from that moment, ODIN had its first heartbeat. As we got into it, we 
quickly realized that this is more than just golf balls, hats, polos, tees and ball markers. Golf has been going through a 
renaissance, and will continue to change into a whole new era. We want to play a large part of pioneering that new golf 
experience. The ODIN golf experience.

We grew up in a world where golf was always rooted in traditions - lined khakis, polos tucked in like a fresh hotel bed, 
stiffness, greyness and elitism.

Deep down, we were really honing our inner Ty Webb and Happy Gilmore, sneaking in side bets and pining for a bloody 
mary on the 10th tee. Not only do we want to compete and chase the pursuit of the perfect strike, but we want to have 
fun while doing it. We want to grab golf by the balls, and wipe off those traditional cobwebs. As the saying goes, out with 
the old, in with the new.

Our vision for ODIN is to help golfers become better, look and feel good on and off the course, and most importantly, 
have a friggin’ blast. We’re excited that you’re here to join us, and help us bring our passion and energy for the game to 
golfers all over the globe.

And, we do it by following the ODIN formula: Go Balls Out. Always! 

We really love golf.



We’re building the new destination for golf lovers

Designed and 
engineered in 
Berlin, with a 

global customer 
base

Community first 
and foremost, 
with our ODIN 

Golf Social Club 
(OGSC)

Making golf 
more accessible, 

fun and more 
valuable for the 

entire golfer 
experience

Targeted at the 
next generation 
of golfers, who 

are looking for a 
brand they can 
associate with



For the love of the game

To hit that perfect strike, to play 
that satisfying round, to have fun 
with your friends so that you can 
be your best on the course and 

beyond.

Come one, come all

We created ODIN to build a fun, 
open and inclusive golf 

community, no matter the 
background and handicap. The 

goal is to make golf more 
accessible.

Go Balls Out. Always!

We’re competitive and in it to 
win it. We shoot our shots. 
Most importantly, we go all 

out. 

Our brand values



THE ODIN LINEUP



Our brand color guide



GO BALLS OUT.
 ALWAYS!


